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Story
The story of my app begins in a chemical production unit that works 24 hours a
day and 7 days a week. Each time the production line is stopped it cost a lot to
the company. In order to run the plant there are several shifts, and each shift has
a supervisor.
The plant shift supervisor has several roles, he must organize his team and must
optimize production to achieve the goals his hierarchy assigned to him. He must
also take a close look at any incident as he bears the responsibility of ensuring
that the various systems are functioning properly.
As a result the shift supervisor must process notifications (derivation of
parameters, incident,…) or order (planned security inspection,…) and he must
decide if an action is to be taken and by whom. The shift supervisor has many
things to do and he cannot spend a lot of time searching which events concerns
him and his team and who is available to process the maintenance.
This is where my application can help him, by easily showing the supervisor all
unprocessed notification and unaffected order and allowing him to assign them
to a member of his team. Then the person who is assigned the work will be able
to download the corresponding notification or order to a mobile device and he
will be able to process them !
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Persona
So let’s describe our plant shift supervisor:

Dale Horvath
Improve the efficiency
of my team
53 years old, 25 years’ experience in
chemical production






Lead the production unit
Organize its team
Optimise production
Ensure various systems are working
properly

Plant Shift Supervisor

 Increase production
 Reduce downtime
 Optimize team planning

 Excessive time spent on no value
added activity like searching
unprocessed notification, and what
my team is working on
 Reduce non value added activity
 Reduce time spent filling the system
 Better usage of human resources

 Production manager
 Operators
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User experience journey
Here is what happens when Dale tries to anticipate upcoming problems

So for that particular task we want to provide Dale an application that displays all
unassigned task so that he can keep things going on !
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Application Mock Up
First screen with master/detail floorplan, with master listing Task to assign and
detail showing some information about these tasks

He can:
-

Filter and sort Tasks to assign so he can see most important task first
He can reject a task that he does want to process
He can See detail information on the task, some attachments and look
for operators to assign the task to

This is when he select the Iconbar for searching an operator
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Here he can see his team and how much work they are assigned. In this screen
he can quickly assign the task by using a swipe when he is working on his tablet
or phone, otherwise he can click on the operator to assign him the task

This screen represents the operator screen in which our shift supervisor can
assign the task to the correct operator while seeing all the works that he has to
do
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SAP Web Ide App
And here is the app in SAP Web IDE !
In full Medium Mode:

In Small
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